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A binary puzzle is a Sudoku-like puzzle consisting of a square array where

each entry consists of a zero, a one, or a blank. Let n ≥ 4 be an even integer.

A solved binary puzzle is an n × n binary array that satisfies the following

conditions: (1) no three consecutive ones and no three consecutive zeros in

each row and each column; (2) the number of ones and zeros must be equal in

each row and in each column; (3) there are no repeated rows and no repeated

columns.

We break down the binary puzzle problem into three sub problems according

to the constraints.

The problem of the first constraint is the constrained array problem, that is to

find the rate of the arrays with the run-length restriction (1) on the columns

and on the rows.

The second constraint problem deals with finding the rate of the arrays such

that its columns and rows satisfy condition (2).

The third constraint problem is to find the rate of the arrays that have mutually

distinct columns and mutually distinct rows.
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1. Introduction

A binary puzzle is a Sudoku-like puzzle consisting of a square array where

each entry consists of a zero, a one, or a blank. Let n ≥ 4 be an even integer.

A solved binary puzzle is an n × n binary array that satisfies the following

conditions: (1) no three consecutive ones and no three consecutive zeros in5

each row and each column; (2) the number of ones and zeros must be equal in

each row and in each column; (3) there are no repeated rows and no repeated

columns.

We outline several mathematical problems related to the binary puzzle in

[1]. We refer to [2, 3, 4] for further results on techniques in solving a binary10

puzzle. In this paper, we give an improvement of the result in [5], that is about

the rate of the code based on the binary puzzle.

We break down the binary puzzle problem into three problems according to

the constraints.

The problem of the first constraint is the constrained array problem, that is to15

find the rate of the arrays with the run-length restriction (1) on the columns

and on the rows. We approach this problem with the theory of eigenvalues [6].

The second constraint problem, that is on the rate of the arrays that satisfy

condition (2) is shown to have asymptotic rate equal to 1 [7]. Moreover, we also

have a good approximation of the number of such arrays [8].20

The third constraint problem, which is to find the rate of the arrays that have

mutually distinct columns and have mutually distinct rows is approached using

enumerable combinatorial techniques [9].
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Let

Am×n = {X ∈ Fm×n
2 | X satisfies (1) };

Bm×n = {X ∈ Fm×n
2 | X satisfies (2) };

Cm×n = {X ∈ Fm×n
2 | X satisfies (3) };

Dm×n = {X ∈ Fm×n
2 | X satisfies (1), (2) and (3) };

Em×n = {X ∈ Fm×n
2 | X satisfies (1) and (2) for the columns and (1) for the rows.},

where Fm×n
2 is the set of all m× n binary arrays.

Definition 1.1. Let C be a code in Qn, where the alphabet Q has q elements.

Recall that the (information) rate of C is defined by

R(C) =
logq |C|

n
.

Let C be a collection of codes over a fixed alphabet Q with q elements.

The length of C ⊆ Qn is n and is denoted by n(C). Suppose that the length n(C)

goes to infinity for C ∈ C. The upper and lower asymptotic rate or capacity of

C are defined by

R̄(C) = lim sup
C∈C

logq |C|
n(C)

, R(C) = lim inf
C∈C

logq |C|
n(C)

and in case the limit exists, that means R̄(C) = R(C) it will be denoted by R(C).25

Let Am be the collection of all codes Am×n for fixed m and all positive

integers n and let A be the collection of all codes Am×n for all positive integers

m, n. Similarly the collections Bm, Cm, Dm, Em and B, C, D, E are defined.

In the sequel we need the following results

Proposition 1.2. Let {rm,n}∞m,n=1 be an array of real numbers in [0, 1] such

that for all l,m and n ∈ N:

(l +m)rl+m,n ≤lrl,n +mrm,n (1)

(l + n)rm,l+n ≤lrm,l + nrm,n (2)

Then ρ = limm,n→∞{rm,n} exist and is equal to inf rm,n.30

In particular, ρ ≤ rm,n for all m,n.
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Proof. See the appendix of [10].

Proposition 1.3. Let {rm,n}∞m,n=1 be an array of real numbers in [0, 1] such

that there are a constants c and d and for all m1,m2, n1, n2 ∈ N:

m1rm1,n +m2rm2,n ≤(m1 +m2 + c)rm1+m2+c,n (3)

n1rm,n1
+ n2rm,n2

≤(n1 + n2 + d)rm,n1+n2+d (4)

Then ρ = limm,n→∞
mn

(m+c)(n+d)rm,n exist and is equal to sup mn
(m+c)(n+d)rm,n.

In particular, mn
(m+c)(n+d)rm,n ≤ ρ for all m,n.

Corollary 1.4. Let {rm,n}∞m,n=1 be an array of real numbers such that the

inequalities (1) - (4) hold. Then ρ = lim rm,n exist and for all m,n:

mn

(m+ c)(n+ d)
rm,n ≤ ρ ≤ rm,n

2. Runlength-constrained array35

Run length constrained systems have an important role for data recording.

The idea is to avoid patterns that are more prone to errors. For example, in

a one-dimensional system of magnetic recording, a ’1’ is recorded as a change

in the magnetic polarity. When reading, if the system detects a change in the

magnetization, it will read as ’1’, otherwise it will read as ’0’.40

Since a magnetic recording is using a clock cycle and usually the clock is not

perfect, it needs to re-synchronize with the data pattern and hence we do not

want to have too many consecutive zeroes. On the other hand, if the ones are

to close to each other, that is the magnetization poles could interfere with each

other. Hence in this case, we want to have the ones more frequently, but not45

too often.

The theory of constrained sequences, that is for m = 1, is well established

and uses the theory of graphs and the eigenvalues of the incidence matrix of the

graph to give the solution of a linear recurrence. See [11, 12, 13]. An explicit

formula for the number of such sequences of a given length n can be expressed50
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in terms of the eigenvalues. The asymptotical rate is equal to logq(λmax), where

λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the incidence matrix.

Remark 2.1. Shannon [14] showed already that the following Fibonacci relation

holds for n ≥ 1:

|A1×(n+2)| = |A1×(n+1)|+ |A1×n|.

Asymptotically this gives

R(A1) = lim
n→∞

R(A1×n) = log2

(
1

2
+

1

2

√
5

)
= 0.69424 · · ·

Furthermore |A2×n| = |A1×n|2, since there is no constraint for the columns in

case m = 2. Therefore also R(A2) = log2

(
1
2 + 1

2

√
5
)
.

Now, we want to find the capacity R(Am) where the code Am×n of Am is55

viewed as a code of constrained sequences of length n in the alphabet Qm = Fm
2 .

The limit R(Am) exists, since if we have m× 2 array, we could always extent to

m × 4 by appending a compatible m × 2 array. Therefore, there exist a linear

recurrence formula for the number of an arbitrary m× n array using the same

idea as before. Let Γm be a graph with Am×2 as set of vertices. A directed60

edge in Γm is from vertex X to vertex Y such that (X|Y ) is in Am×4. So the

degree of the characteristic polynomial is |Am×1|2, where |Am×1| is given by the

Fibonacci sequence 2, 4, 6, 10, . . . , 110 for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , 9. So in particular,

the degree of the characteristic polynomial pm(λ) in case of m = 9 is equal to

1102 = 12, 100. The largest eigenvalue λm of the incidence matrix of Γm, is65

not computed as the largest root of pm(λ), but approximated numerically by

Rayleigh quotients [15], that is by the power method with entry scaling. This

straight forward idea is due-able for m ≤ 9 with capacities given in Table 1.

Proposition 2.2. The limit R(A) exist and for all m

m

m+ 2
R(Am) ≤ R(A) ≤ R(Am).

Proof. We can split an array Z in A(l+m)×n into two sub arrays X and Y in

Al×n and Am×n, respectively, where X consists of the first l rows of Z, and Y70
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Figure 1: Ilustration for the proof of

Proposition 2.2

Z =

x
x̄

x
y

ȳ

y

Y

Xl

m

n

Figure 2: Ilustration for the proof of

Proposition ??

of the last m rows of Z. Hence

|A(l+m)×n| ≤ |Al×n| · |Am×n|. (5)

Following the idea in [16], suppose X ∈ Al×n with last row x and Y ∈ Am×n

with first row y. Let Z be the (l+m+ 2)×n array with X in the first l rows of

Z, and Y in the last m rows of Z, and x̄ in row l+1 and ȳ in row l+2, where x̄

and ȳ are the complementary rows of x and y, respectively, by changing every75

zero in a one and every one in a zero. An illustration is shown in Figure 1. Then

Z is an element of A(l+m+2)×n. Hence

|Al×n| · |Am×n| ≤ |A(l+m+2)×n|. (6)

From 5, we have

log(|A(l+m)×n|) ≤ log(|Al×n|) + log(|Am×n|)

R(A(l+m)×n) ≤ R(Al×n)

1 +m/l
+
R(Am×n)

1 + l/m

(l +m)R(A(l+m)×n) ≤ lR(Al×n) +mR(Am×n)

It also follow that (l + n)R(Am×(l+n)) ≤ lR(Am×l) + nR(Am×n).
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Using similar argument, we derive also the following inequalities from 6:

lR(Al×n) +mR(Am×n)(l +m+ 2) ≤ R(A(l+m+2)×n)

lR(Am×l) + nR(Am×n)(l +m+ 2) ≤ R(An×(l+n+2))

Then we apply the Corollary 1.4 with rm,n = R(Am×n) to derive the result.

Remark 2.3. Looking at the Table 1, we conjecture that R(Am) is decreasing80

in m and m
m+2R(Am) is increasing in m for m > 4.

In contrast to the case for constrained sequences, there is so far no theory

available that gives a closed formula for the capacity of constrained arrays.

m λmax R(Am) m
m+2R(Am)

1 1.6180 0.69424 0.23141

2 6.8541 0.69424 0.34712

3 11.7793 0.59303 0.35581

4 23.5755 0.56990 0.37993

5 44.3167 0.54697 0.39069

6 85.3928 0.53467 0.40100

7 162.9352 0.52486 0.40822

8 312.1198 0.51787 0.41429

9 596.9673 0.51230 0.41915

Table 1: Capacity of Am

3. Balancing a constrained array

Using the same idea as before we can also find R(E2m). The corresponding85

graph Λm has E2m×2 as set of vertices, which is the subset of A2m×2 of arrays

that have balanced columns. So Λm is a subgraph of Γ2m. The corresponding

result is shown in Table 2. The number of vertices of Λ5 is 7, 056.

Remark 3.1. Using similar argument as in Proposition 2.2, we have that

m

m+ 4
R(E2m) ≤ R(E)
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m λmax R(E2m) m
m+4R(E2m)

1 2.6180 0.347120 0.06942

2 10.0125 0.415465 0.13848

3 29.3321 0.406200 0.17408

4 89.7965 0.405536 0.20276

5 284.9148 0.407719 0.22651

Table 2: Capacity of E2m

Remark 3.2. For constrained sequences it is known that the capacity does not

change if one adds the condition that the sequence is balanced [17, 18]. But, it is

still an open problem whether a similar balancing argument for higher dimension

as in [19] is true for our constrained arrays. From our research we only have

A2m×2m ∩B2m×2m ⊆ E2m×2m ⊆ A2m×2m.

Remark 3.3. Let AB2m×2 be the collection of array satisfying (1) and (2)

conditions. Now lets construct F2m×2n using the arrays in AB2m×2 as the90

building blocks. Let F2m be the collection of F2m×2n for fixed m and an arbitrary

n. Clearly that R(F2m) ≤ R(A2m ∩ B2m).

We also interested in finding the value of R(Fm). Since there is no restric-

tion for the rows, |F2m×2n| is equal to |AB2m×2|n. Moreover, because the second

column is the complement of the first column and the fact that the capacity does95

not change if we add the balanced condition to the sequence [17, 18], asymptot-

ically the R(F2m) is equal to R(A1)/2 = 0.34712 as m goes to infinity. Table 3

give some result for m up to 8.

4. Weight-constrained array

Referring [20], balanced code have interesting applications such as detecting100

all unidirectional errors.

A sequence of even length is called balanced, if the number of zeros is equal

to the number ones. The number of balanced sequences of length 2m is
(
2m
m

)
.
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m λmax R(F2m)

1 2 0.2500000

2 6 0.3231203

3 14 0.3172795

4 34 0.3179664

5 84 0.3196158

6 208 0.3208516

7 518 0.3220288

8 1296 0.3231203

Table 3: Capacity of F2m

The rows of an 2×2m array in B2×2m are complementary to each other. Hence

|B2×2m| =
(
2m
m

)
and R(B2) = 1

2 .105

The number of all l×2m binary matrices such that all the rows are balanced

is equal to
(
2m
m

)l
. If X is an l × 2m binary matrix such that all its rows are

balanced, then the 2l×2m binary matrix that is obtained by adding X̄ under X

has all its rows and columns balanced, where X̄ is the complement of X. Hence(
2m

m

)l

≤ |B2l×2m| ≤
(

2m

m

)2l

.

From these inequalities it follows that, asymptotically: 1
2 ≤ R(B2l) ≤ 1 for all l.

l R(B2l)

1 0.5

2 0.6462

3 0.7203

4 0.7259

5 0.7977

6 0.8210

7 0.8389

Table 4: Capacity of B2l

m R(B2m×2m)

1 0.25000

2 0.40574

3 0.50502

4 0.57448

5 0.62546

6 0.66453

7 0.69550

Table 5: Rate of B2m×2m
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Four arbitrary elements ofB2m×2m give an element ofB4m×4m. So |B4m×4m| ≥

|B2m×2m|4. Therefore R(B2m×2m) is increasing in m.

Remark 4.1. Referring to [8], we have a good approximation of |B2m×2m|:

|B2l×2m| =
(
2l
l

)2m(2m
m

)2l(
4lm
2lm

) (
2l − 1

2l

)(2l−1)/2(
2m− 1

2m

)(2m−1)/2

exp( 1
2 + o(1))

for l,m→∞. From this it follows that

R(B2l) =
1

2l
log2

(
2l

l

)
and therefore R(B) = 1, which was already shown in [7].

110

Proposition 4.2. Let b2l×2m = |B2l×2m|. The exact number of b2l×2m can be

obtained recursively as follow.

bl×(m+n)(i; [j k]) =
∑

x+y=i

bl×m(x; j) · bl×n(y; k),

where k = (k1, . . . , kn), x = (x1, . . . , xl) and y = (y1, . . . , yl). Similar formula

also hold for b(l+m)×n([ij]; k).

Proof. Let i = (i1, . . . , il) and j = (ji, . . . , jm). Denote by bl×m(i; j) the col-

lection of all l ×m arrays with 0/1’s such that there are is ones in row s, for

all s = 1, . . . , l, and there are jt ones in column t, for all t = 1, . . . ,m. Then115

b2l×2m = b2l×2m(i; j) where is = m for all s = 1, . . . , 2l and jt = l for all

t = 1, . . . , 2m

Suppose we know the number of bl×m(x; j) and bl×m(y; j) for all x and y.

It is clear that bl×(m+n)(i; [j k]) is equal to summation of bl×m(x; j) · bl×m(y; j)

for all possible x and y such that x + y = i.120

5. Mutually distinct vectors

In order to have a better approximation of the rate of binary puzzle, we look

at the third constraint .
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Consider C̃m×n, the set of all m×n binary arrays that have mutually distinct

columns. Let Qm = Fm
2 . Then C̃m×n can de identified with all words in Qn

m

with mutually distinct entries. Hence |C̃m×n| = 2m(2m − 1) · · · (2m − n + 1).

Now Cm×n is a subcode of C̃m×n. Therefore

|Cm×n| ≤ 2m(2m − 1) · · · (2m − n+ 1).

In particular |Cm×n| = 0 for all n > 2m. So R(Cm) = 0. Therefore R(C) = 0.

125

Let X in Cm×m. Then all the rows of X are distinct and all its columns are

distinct. We can extend X to an (m + 1)× (m + 1) array in C(m+1)×(m+1) by

appending a column y and a row z to X, such that still all rows are distinct and

all columns are distinct. Then y is an m×1 array and z is an (m+ 1)×1 array.

There are 2m −m possibilities for y and 2m+1 −m possibilities for z. Hence, if

m = n, we have

|C(m+1)×(m+1)| ≥ |Cm×m| · (22m+1 − 3m2m +m2).

Proposition 5.1. The following relation hold:

R(C(m+l)×(m+l)) ≥
m2

(m+ l)2
.

Therefore limm→∞R(Cm×m) = 1, since limm→∞
l
m = 0.

Moreover, R̄(C) = 1 is not equal to R(C) = 0, and R(C) is not defined.

Proof. Suppose we have an arbitrary m × m binary array, say X. Let l =

dlog2(m)e + 1. Let Y be an l × m binary array such that all its columns are130

mutually distinct and have weight not equal to one. Such an array exists, since

m ≤ 2l − l. Then (Y |Il) is an l × (m + l) array such that all its columns are

mutually distinct. Let Z be the (m + l) × (m + l) array such that X is the

upper m×m subarray of Z in the first m rows and columns, with (Y |Il) in its

last l rows and (Y |Il)T in its last l columns. Then Z is an array with mutually135

distinct columns and mutually distinct rows. Hence |C(m+l)×(m+l)| ≥ 2m
2

.
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A partition of a set ofm elements is a collection of non-empty subsets that are

mutually disjoint and their union is the whole set. The collection of all partitions

of t non-empty subsets of the set of {1, . . . ,m} is denoted by S(m, t). The

number |S(m, t)| is called the Stirling number of the second kind and is denoted

by S(m, t). Then S(m, 0) = 0, S(m, 1) = S(m,m) = 1 and the following

recurrence relation holds [9]:

S(m+ 1, t) = tS(m, t) + S(m, t− 1).

The following explicit formula holds [21]:

S(m, t) =
1

t!

t∑
j=0

(−1)t−j
(
t

j

)
jm.

Proposition 5.2. The numbers |Cm×n| satisfy the following recurrence:

m∑
t=1

|Ct×n| · S(m, t) = 2m(2m − 1) · · · (2m − n+ 1).

Proof. Let Ct
m×n be the collection of all m×n binary arrays that have mutually

distinct columns and have exactly t mutually distinct rows. Then in particular

|C1
m×n| = |C1×n| = |C̃1×n| and |Cm

m×n| = |Cm×n|.

Since the Ck
m×n are mutually distinct for k = 1, . . . ,m, and give a partition-140

ing of C̃m×n, we have that
∑m

t=1 |Ct
m×n| = |C̃m×n|.

We have seen before that |C̃m×n| = 2m(2m − 1) · · · (2m − n+ 1).

LetX ∈ Ct
m×n and let xi be the i-th row ofX. Define the sequence y1, . . . ,yt

by induction as follows y1 = x1. Suppose that y1, . . . ,yi are defined. Then

yi+1 is the first row in X that is distinct from y1, . . . ,yi. Then y1, . . . ,yt are145

mutually distinct and give a t×n array Y ∈ Ct×n such that yi is the i-th row of

Y . Let Ij = {i|xi = yj for j = 1, . . . , t. Then I = {I1, . . . , It} is a partitioning

of {1, . . . ,m} with t non-empty subsets.

Conversely, let Y be in Ct×n with rows y1, . . . ,yt. Let I = {I1, . . . , It} be a

partitioning of {1, . . . ,m} with t non-empty subsets. Without loss of generality150

we may reorder I1, . . . , It such that 1 ∈ I1 and the minimal j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} that

is not in I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ii, is in Ii+1 for all i < t. Let X be the m × n matrix such

that the i-row of X is equal to yj is i ∈ Ij . Then X ∈ Ct
m×n.
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In this way we have obtained a bijection between Ct
m×n and Ct×n×S(m, t).

155

m R(Cm×m)

1 1.00000

3 0.89382

5 0.96765

8 0.99527

11 0.99936

12 0.99967

15 0.99995

17 0.99998

25 0.99999

Table 6: Rate of Cm×m

6. Conclusion: The rate of binary puzzle

Proposition 6.1. The asymptotic rate of D2m×2m is the same as A2m×2m ∩

B2m×2m as m goes to infinity

Proof. Following the work by De Biasi [22] and similar to our proof in Propo-

sition 5.1, suppose we have a particular array X in E2m×2m. Define the blocks160

I2 = [ 1 0
0 1 ] and O2 = [ 0 1

1 0 ]. Let l = 2d log2(2m)
4 e. Let Y be an array of blocks I2

and O2 such that it has m× l blocks and all its rows are mutually distinct. From

the construction, the array will not break the first and second condition. Now,

let Z be the 2(m+ l)×2(m+ l) array such that X be the upper right subarray of

Z, Y be the upper right subarray of Z, Y T be the lower left subarray of Z, and165

for the lower right part of Z, put an identity like array with I2 in the diagonal

entry and O2 otherwise. Then Z is an array satisfying all the three conditions.

The result follows from the fact that l is relatively small compared to m.
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From Proposition 2.2, Remark 3.3 and Table 1 we conclude that the rate of

D2m×2m is bounded by

0.34712 ≤ R(D) ≤ 0.51230

By brute force computation and the idea of building blocks, we could give

only a few values in Table 7.170

It is also an interesting question to know weather R(D) = R(F). Therefore

more research is needed to determine R(D), that is the capacity of Binary

Puzzles.

m R(D2m×2m)

1 0.2500

2 0.3856

3 0.3337

4 0.3432

Table 7: Rate of D2m×2m

.
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